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Missguided curve size guide
Over the years, I have found that the quality, pricing, and sizing of Missguided clothing have drastically changed. Previously, I found that Missguided clothing offered decent quality for a great price.Lately, however, Missguided has been trending towards lower and lower prices with increasingly worse
quality of clothing. Missguided was a store that I had previously turned to to find great clothing at a lower price, and I was satisfied with the quality I received in order to help me practice slow fashion and build up my wardrobe.However, I do not believe their clothing quality recently is the same as before,
and I do recommend taking a grain of salt before reading the below post. For the most, up to date reviews of brands and products, check out all my reviews here.Original Post:This week, I want to chat with y’all about a brand that I been obsessed with recently… Missguided.Missguided is a UK-based
retailer that favors bold styles for the modern woman. They have styles for work, going out, or lounging. Their hashtag is #babesofmissguided, which speaks a lot of the brand. Every woman wearing their clothes is considered the ultimate boss babe, and their brand is all about personal empowerment.I
loved that the timing of this post matched up with the launch of Carli Bybel’s collaboration with Missguided! I am sharing some pictures of the Pop-Up Shop Missguided is having this weekend for the launch of CARLI BYBEL x MISSGUIDED.I had first heard of Missguided from a Fashion Haul video Carli
had put out ages ago, and ever since then, I’m obsessed with Missguided. What I love about Missguided is that they remind me of Forever21 but with better material, more styles, and actual petite clothing that I can fit into (they also have plus sizes)!The homepage of Missguided’s website and app also
has frequent articles that they write about the latest trend, showing off what celebrities and macro-influencers are wearing with links to shop. Their Instagram will also frequently showcase women who wear their clothing when they use the Missguided hashtag.My one complaint about Missguided is that
their sizing tends to run small and sometimes, inconsistent. I’m not a person that tends to gripe about clothing sizes that don’t run true to size, but since they’re an online retailer in the U.S. (they’re UK-based), a lot of returns and exchanges have to be made. Since they don’t offer free shipping for returns,
the constant back and forth of exchanging sizes for clothing can get pricey.For reference, my natural waist line measures at 27 inches, my hips measure at 36 inches, and I wear a size 32DDD in Victoria’s Secret bras. My jean size in Good American, American Eagle, and Express is 00. I find that in
Missguided pant sizing, I usually have to buy a size 2 with material that tends to stretch more. A size 4 in pants will be a loose fit on me. In the picture on the left, the pants that I am wearing is a Size 4 and is not as form fitting though it makes for a more comfortable fit. I find that their pants that fit too small
is usually because I have wider hips or because the measurements on the waistline is smaller than my natural waistline.I would definitely recommend sizing up, and refer to the material when buying clothes. Different materials are stretchier than others (for example: viscose is a stretchier type of
material).The shirts from Missguided tend to be more forgiving than their pants. The sizing on their shirts run significantly more true to size and are more consistent. I typically wear a Size 2 in their shirts, though I could fit in a Size 0 if my chest size was smaller. The Size 2 fits looser and slouchier around
my waist. I typically find that very few of their shirts actually require me to size up to Size 4. In the bralette-style crop top I am wearing, I did size up to Size 4 and would have fit perfectly with a strapless bra underneath.Missguided’s pricing is higher than Forever21, but given that I find the material of
Missguided’s clothes are better and last longer than Forever21, I personally think it is worth it. Missguided also have frequent sales and discount codes via their site or their app (one thing I love about their app is that they will send you a notification on your phone with a motivational quote in the
morning)!For example, my last few orders from Missguided have been with the usage of some form of discount code. In my most recent order, I got 6 items (including 1 faux fur coat and 1 longline puffer jacket) for $200. In another order with shirts and pants, I got 6 items totalling to $130.Missguided also
offers a Student Discount, so if you’re a student, then you’re in luck for some additional discounts!I hope you all liked this post! Missguided offers me a ton of super cute and trendy clothing at a cheap price. I know it is fast fashion, but sometimes, when you can’t afford anything besides fast fashion
clothes, you have to choose the least worst! How do you make sure you always get a perfect fit? Just follow some simple tips and use our intuitive sizing guide. Read on to learn more about how to pick a perfect-fitting dress from any of your favorite retailers.Nothing's worse than investing in a new outfit
only to realize that it doesn't fit. While it's easy to find out the size of a garment that you want to wear, every major fashion company uses a different sizing scheme to determine its sizes. Just because you usually wear a women's size 10 doesn't mean that every size 10 dress will fit you, and juggling
clothing sizes can get old fast.In this guide, we'll clear up all the confusion and help you determine your exact size in any major brand's apparel. Whether you want to make sure that your favorite Missguided, Boohoo, H&M, or Zara fashions always fit, we'll provide you with all the information you need to
make accurate measurements and ensure that you'll never have to return a piece of women's clothing just because it doesn't quite fit once you get it home.How Do You Determine Your Size?Running a tape measure around your waist won't be enough if you want to know everything there is to know about
your exact size. What's more, simply looking at a single women's dresses size chart won't be enough to make sure that you'll fit into every dress that catches your eye. Instead, you'll need to get to know the exact sizes of your body from top to bottom.To determine your size with a size guide in the UK or
any other country, you'll need to take three basic measurements:1. BustTo get an accurate idea of your bust size, you'll need to measure around the fullest part of your bust. If you don't measure around the fullest part, you might not get the information you need to accurately determine your size in a fit
guide. Your bra size alone usually won't be enough to figure out the exact circumference of your bust, and you can't rely on the UK size of your favorite dress to give you an accurate idea of how you'll fit into other dresses.2. WaistFiguring out where your waist is can be one of the hardest parts of taking
your body measurements. Your natural waistline isn't the spot where contemporary jeans or skirts usually ride; this spot is actually about an inch above your navel, and it's at the slimmest part of your waist. If you can feel your rib cage while you take measurements, you've put your tape measure too high
on your abdomen.3. HipFor this measurement, circle a tape measure around the fullest part of your hips. It's generally easiest to find the perfect spot to take this measurement because you can simply feel for the area where your hip bones stick out the most.4. InseamIf you're planning to buy jeans or
trousers, you should also measure your inseam. This inside leg measurement goes from your groin down your entire leg length.How Do You Measure Yourself?Measuring yourself can be somewhat tricky. However, there are a few simple tips you can use to make it easier to take the measurements you
need for your women's size chart:How to Take Bust MeasurementsStand in front of a mirror, and hold a soft tape measure in your hands.You will get the most accurate measurements if you measure yourself braless or while you're wearing a non-padded bra.Wrap the measuring tape around your back,
and hold the two ends at the center of your chest.Arrange the measuring tape until it wraps around the fullest part of your bust.You may also need to arrange the way the tape measure lands on your back to get an accurate measurement.How to Take Waist MeasurementsStand in front of a mirror, and
remove your top.Starting right above either hip bone, hold a soft tape measure in place while you wrap it around your back and across your stomach.Make sure that the tape measure is riding straight, and note the number on the tape measure where the ends meet.How to Take Hip MeasurementsStand in
front of a mirror, and remove your pants or skirt.Identify the widest part of your hip as the place where your hip bones bulge out the most.Hold the end of the tape measure in place on top of your hip bulge.Run your tape measure around your back, your other hip, and your stomach until the ends meet.How
to Take Inseam MeasurementsYou may need someone's assistance to take accurate inseam measurements.Hold the end of a soft tape measure against your groin, and allow the rest of the tape measure to fall to the floor.From the top of the inside leg down, hold the tape measure against your leg until
you reach the bottom of your bare feet.It's usually necessary to bend over to measure your inseam, but doing so can bend your knee, which alters your measurements.Ask someone to help you measure your inseam if you aren't sure you'll get accurate measurements.Can You Have Someone Else
Measure You?Taking your measurements can sometimes be too challenging to do on your own. It's understandable to want help with this process, and there are a variety of ways you can get a helper to assist you with your measurements.For instance, you could ask a friend or family member to hold the
tape measure in place while you wrap it around yourself, or you could have them do the wrapping while you do the holding. Having someone help you is especially useful when you're taking inseam measurements; hold the end of the tape measure by your groin while your friend holds it to the bottom of
your foot.PRO TIP: Some department stores will take your measurements for you. Many stores take your bust measurements for bra fittings, and they may also be willing to measure the rest of your body if you ask politely.Understanding Sizing Guides for Top RetailersEvery major retailer has a size guide
that it uses to determine its apparel sizes. While many apparel manufacturers use the same measurements in their size guides, others may use size guides that are completely unique. Here's a simple guide to the size guides that the most popular high street companies use to size their apparel:1. Sizing
Guide for AsosThe Asos size guide runs a bit smaller than sizing guides for other UK companies. For instance, a size six from Asos has a bust size of 78.5 cm, a waist size of 60 cm, and a hip size of 86 centimeters. You might want to try a size up when you put on a new Asos garment for the first time.2.
Sizing Guide for NextGarments from Next are somewhat larger than the norm. A size six from this company has a bust of 80 cm, a waist of 65 cm, and a hip measurement of 87.5 cm. If you're a size six in another company's dress, you might be a size four in a Next garment.3. Sizing Guide for New
LookNew Look dresses are big in the bust and small in the waist. A size six dress from New Look has a bust of 81 cm, a waist of 62 cm, and a hip of 87 cm.4. Size Guide for ZaraYou'll need some extra-large hips to fit into a size six dress from Zara. This company's size six garments have a bust size of 82
cm, a waist of 64 cm, and a hip of 89.9 cm.5. Size Guide for H&MWomen's garments from H&M are somewhat large in the hip, but they're right within the norm for other measurements. A size six dress from H&M has a bust of 80 cm, a waist of 64 cm, and a hip of 88 cm.6. Size Guide for BoohooDresses
from Boohoo run large in everything but the waist. A size six bust in a Boohoo dress is a whopping 86.4 cm, and the hip measurements in this company's size six dresses are equally large at 90.6 cm. The waist on a Boohoo size six dress, however, is 64.6 cm.7. Size Guide for River IslandRiver Island size
six dress measurements are moderate. This size of River Island dress has a bust of 80 cm, a waist of 61 cm, and a hip measurement of 86 cm.8. Size Guide for M&SM&S dresses run on the petite size. A size six from this brand has a bust of 78 cm, a waist of 61 cm, and a hip of 86 cm.9. Size Guide for
MissguidedMissguided dresses run large. A size six Missguided dress has an 83.5 cm bust, a 65.5 cm waist, and a 91.5 cm hip.Pros and Cons of Using Size Guide ToolsThere's no doubt that size guide tools are incredibly helpful. However, you should know that these tools have limitations before you
proceed:ProsHelps you find out if a dress or another garment will fit before you try it on.Makes online purchases easier.Reduces the number of times you'll have to go to the post office to return items that don't fit.Are more accurate than simple size numbers if you want to make sure that a garment will
fit.ConsDoesn't tell you everything you know about how a garment will fit.Not all apparel companies provide size guides that are easy to find and use.Tips for Making Sure You Never Get a Bad FitIf you keep picking out clothes that don't fit no matter how hard you try, keep these simple tips in mind to end
your bad habit once and for all:1. Don't Buy on ImpulseWe've all been there: The fitting room was too far away, there weren't any stalls open, or we were in a hurry. However, there's no excuse for buying a dress or another piece of apparel without knowing for sure that it will fit.Don't let exclusive offers
and the rush of the day get to you; always make sure that a garment fits before you bring it home. This principle applies to online purchases as well; don't get carried away just because that dress looks perfect on your laptop or smartphone screen.2. Keep Your Measurements in MindJust because you've
always fit into a size six before doesn't mean that size six dress you've fallen in love with will fit you when you get home. Instead of relying on complicated size conversions and the varying clothes sizes of different companies, keep your measurements on your smartphone in the form of a note. If you're
ever concerned that an item you want to buy won't fit, ask to see the company's size chart, and plug in your measurements to make sure the garment will fit before you put it in your physical or virtual shopping bag.3. Don't Cut off the TagEven if you're completely sure that your new fashion will fit, don't
make it harder for yourself to return the item if it doesn't work out. Some retailers won't take a garment back if you cut off the tag, and make sure to keep your receipt.Use the Sewport Size Guide to Get the Most out of Your Shopping ExperienceWhenever you shop with a new retailer for the first time, use
our handy size guide to make sure that you'll love your new dress once you get it home just as much as you loved it in the store. Our size guide is easy to use on both desktop and mobile, which means you can take this handy tool with you wherever you go.The best way to make sure that your fashions
always fit is to make them yourself. When you're ready to strike out on your own career in the fashion industry and make apparel of your very own, sign up or contact us to learn how to get started!
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